
Customised workspaces for communication and creativity
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2-IN-1-MEMOBOARD FILMS

Available versions:
Glossy, magnetically-receptive whiteboard film, 
white 
FerroSoft Whiteboard ASLAN FF 550

Matt, magnetically-receptive whiteboard film– suitable  
as a projection screen
FerroSoft Whiteboard matt ASLAN FF 490

These films offer a ready to use 2-in-1-solution: they  
combine the magnetically-receptive function of our  
flexible ASLAN FerroSoft films with the easy write and 
wipe function of our whiteboard films. Thus, you can  
create a high-quality, multi-functional communication  
surfaces in just a single pass. 

Self-adhesive ferrous film with a matt blackboard finish 
transforms any smooth surface into a magnetically- 
receptive blackboard. 
Can be written on with liquid chalk pens and chalk any  
number of times without leaving shadows or ghosting.

MAGNETICALLY-RECEPTIVE FERROUS 
FILMS WITH WHITEBOARD SURFACE

MAGNETICALLY-RECEPTIVE FERROUS 
FILM WITH BLACKBOARD FINISH

Flexible, magnetically-receptive blackboard film
FerroSoft Blackboard ASLAN FF 540

2-in-1 
Memoboard films
Magnetically-receptive, easy 

write and wipe function.

PVC free
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These films are extremely scratch-resistant and can be 
written on any number of times with whiteboard markers – 
with no trace of ghosting or shadows.

GLOSSY PREMIUM WHITEBOARD FILMS

These films can be applied onto any smooth surface, 
such as doors or walls. Writings with whiteboard markers 
can be easily wiped off dryly using a soft cloth. Even  
frequent rewriting does not leave ghosting or shadows. 

Available versions:

Glossy whiteboard film for dry application in white
Whiteboard Dryapply ASLAN WBL 995

PVC free whiteboard film in white
Whiteboard PP Dryapply ASLAN WBL 998 

Available versions:

Glossy whiteboard film in white 
Whiteboard ASLAN WB 995

Glossy whiteboard film, transparent  
Clearboard ASLAN CB 90

Glossy whiteboard film in 6 colours* 
WhiteboardColour ASLAN WBC 996 
*Additional colours are available on request. 

HIGH-QUALITY WHITEBOARD FILMS 
FOR EASY APPLICATION

HIGH-QUALITY SCRATCH-RESISTANT 
WHITEBOARD FILMS

PVC free

PVC free

Benefits of 
ASLAN Dryapply 
technology: 
• Ideal combination of adhesive, backing  

and structural characteristics

• Extremely fine air release channels allow 
easy and bubble-free dry application 

• Can be easily applied onto large  
surfaces
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MATT WHITEBOARD FILMS

Available versions:

Matt whiteboard film in white 
WhiteboardMatt ASLAN WB 975

Matt whiteboard film, transparent 
ClearboardMatt ASLAN CB 75

These self-adhesive films can be applied quickly and easily 
onto smooth surfaces, flexibly creating additional media 
projection options. Writings with whiteboard markers can 
be easily wiped off dryly using a microfibre cloth, without 
leaving any ghosting and shadows – a whiteboard and a  
projection surface in one!

Numerous combination 
possibilities:  
we are happy  
to advise you!

HIGH-QUALITY WHITEBOARD FILMS – 
SUITABLE FOR PROJECTIONS
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Available versions:

Blackboard film for chalk and liquid chalk in black
PremiumBlackboard ASLAN BB 910

PVC free blackboard film for chalk  
and liquid chalk in black 
Blackboard PP Dryapply ASLAN BBL 920

Blackboard film for chalk in black 
Blackboard ASLAN C 61

Especially scratch-resistant blackboard film 
for chalk in black 
Blackboard AntiScratch ASLAN CR 62

Scratch-resistant blackboard film for chalk and  
the liquid chalk pen ASLAN C-pen, transparent 
ClearChalk ASLAN CR 63 

HIGH-QUALITY BLACKBOARD FILMS 
IN FIVE DIFFERENT VERSIONS

BLACKBOARD FILMS

PVC free

All blackboard 
films printable  

with UV curable inks

Our high-quality self-adhesive blackboard films  
are the ideal alternative to heavy chalkboards or  
blackboard paint. They can be cut into any imaginable 
shape or size and can be applied to smooth surfaces 
quickly and cleanly. 

Writings with chalk or liquid chalk pens (on the  
ASLAN BB 910 and ASLAN BBL 920 ) can be wiped off  
with a damp cloth and does not leave any ghosting  
or shadows – this makes them the ideal medium for 
frequently changing messages.
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FLEXIBLE FERROUS FILMSMAGNETICALLY-RECEPTIVE 
FERROUS FILM

PRINTABLE FERROUS FILM,
MAGNETICALLY-RECEPTIVE 

This self-adhesive ferrous film makes any smooth  
surface suitable for placing magnets. It can be cut  
easily into any imaginable shape or size and can be  
combined just as easily with other self-adhesive ASLAN 
films to create a multi-functional whiteboard, blackboard 
or coloured memoboard. 

With this white, matt ferrous film any surface becomes 
suitable for placing magnets. It is digitally printable,  
allowing you to create custom-designed magnet boards. 
 
In combination with our transparent chalkboard and 
whiteboard films it can additionally be written on with 
chalk or whiteboard markers.

Ferrous film, anthracite coloured 
FerroSoft ASLAN FF 410 

Printable ferrous film in white
FerroSoft Print ASLAN FF 480

PVC free

Create 
custom-designed 
magnet boards  
with printable 
ferrous films.
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WRITABLE GLASS DECORATION FILM GLASS DECORATION FILM WITH 
WRITABLE SURFACE

Matt glass decoration film with whiteboard finish
EtchedBoard Dryapply ASLAN EBL 300

2-in-1 
solution

Glass decoration film  
with whiteboard function

Create presentation areas by turning just about any  
transparent surface into a whiteboard! With thish  
ASLAN glass decoration film you can create classy,  
decorative privacy screens with a whiteboard function –  
in any desired shape and size. Thanks to the ASLAN  
Dryapply technology, the film can be dry-applied easily 
and can be written on with whiteboard markers any 
number of times without leaving shadows or ghosting. 
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REAR PROJECTION FILMS

Available versions:

Translucent rear projection film 
RearProjection ASLAN RP 35

Transparent rear projection film  
RearProjection transparent ASLAN RP 36

ASLAN rear projection films are the ideal medium for  
striking, high-impact presentations of videos, live  
broadcasts and images. Applied onto a rigid, transparent  
surface, they form a projection screen that can be  
operated by using standard projectors as well as  
interactive projection systems. 

Both, the translucent and the transparent alternative,  
are characterised by their high level reproduction quality,  
strong contrasts and high colour brilliance even in bright 
environments with applications behind glass. 

The transparent version provides a clear view:  
backgrounds, like objects exhibited in a shop window,  
can be incorporated creatively into multimedia design  
concepts. 

SELF-ADHESIVE REAR PROJECTION 
FILMS IN TWO DIFFERENT VERSIONS

PVC free

3000 m2 rear projection 
film applied – watch the 

stunning video 
on YouTube.
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MAGNETIC SELF-ADHESIVE FILM

PRINTABLE FERROUS PAPER, 
MAGNETICALLY-RECEPTIVE  

ASLAN’s magnetic self-adhesive film opens up new  
opportunities for creating retail spaces, points of  
purchase/sale or exhibition stands. Applied to flat and 
smooth surfaces, MagneTack ASLAN MT 400 is the  
perfect base to place ASLAN’s printable ferrous papers  
for your marketing messages or special offers. Due to  
the film’s high barium and strontium ferrite level, up to 
three layers of ASLAN ferrous papers can mount safely 
to the surface without curling or sliding. Furthermore, 
the film is easy to apply since its flexibility and thickness 
of 400 μm allow easy handling.

Ferrous papers are foolproof and bubble-free to apply to 
the magnetic film MagneTack ASLAN MT 400. The white 
surface is printable with common printing systems.  
Applied and repositioned within seconds, ferrous papers 
are the best way to present your changing marketing  
message, special offers etc. to your customers. Up to  
three layers of ferrous papers will stick safely to ASLAN’s  
magnetic film and they are fast and easy to change.

Magnet film, anthracite
MagneTack ASLAN MT 400

Printable, white ferrous papers
PET FerroPaper ASLAN FP 180
PP FerroPaper ASLAN FP 260

 Up to three
layers of ASLAN 
ferrous papers 

will mount safely to
MagneTack MT 400

1. Layer

ASLAN 
FerroPaper

2. Layer

ASLAN 
FerroPaper

3. Layer

ASLAN 
FerroPaper

Base
MagneTack

ASLAN MT 400

PVC free
Combination

FLEXIBLE, SELF-ADHESIVE MAGNETIC FILM AND FERROUS PAPER
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WHITEBOARD FILMS FOR WRITING WITH WHITEBOARD MARKERS LENGTH WIDTH 

Whiteboard ASLAN WB 995 White, matt Scratch-resistant whiteboard film 50 1,37

Whiteboard Dryapply ASLAN WBL 995 White, glossy Scratch-resistant whiteboard film for easy dry application 50 1,37

Whiteboard PP Dryapply ASLAN WBL 998 White, glossy Scratch-resistant whiteboard film for easy dry application, PVC free 50 1,37

WhiteboardColour ASLAN WBC 996 Coloured, glossy Scratch-resistant whiteboard film in orange, silver, green, blue, pink and yellow 24 1,22

Clearboard ASLAN CB 90 Clear, glossy Scratch-resistant whiteboard film, PVC free 50 1,37

WhiteboardMatt ASLAN WB 975 White, matt Scratch-resistant, low-reflective whiteboard and front projection film 50 1,37

ClearboardMatt ASLAN CB 75 Clear, matt Scratch-resistant, low-reflective whiteboard film 50 1,37

BLACKBOARD FILMS

PremiumBlackboard ASLAN BB 910 Black Blackboard film for writing with chalk and liquid chalk, e.g. ASLAN C-pen 25 1,25

Blackboard PP Dryapply ASLAN BBL 920 Black PVC free blackboard film for writing with chalk and liquid chalk, e.g. ASLAN C-pen 25 1,25

Blackboard ASLAN C 61 Black Blackboard film for writing with chalk 25 1,25

Blackboard AntiScratch ASLAN CR 62 Black Especially scratch-resistant blackboard film for writing with chalk 25 1,37

ClearChalk ASLAN CR 63 Clear, matt Blackboard film for writing with chalk and ASLAN C-pen (liquid chalk pen) 25 1,37

FERROUS FILMS

FerroSoft ASLAN FF 410 Anthracite PVC free, especially flexible ferrous film for placing magnets 12 | 9 1,01 | 1,37

FerroSoft Print ASLAN FF 480 White, matt Printable, very flexible ferrous film for placing magnets 12 1,01

FerroSoft Whiteboard ASLAN FF 550 White, glossy PVC free, flexible ferrous film with glossy whiteboard surface 12 | 9 1,01 | 1,37

FerroSoft Whiteboard matt ASLAN FF 490 White, matt Flexible ferrous film with matt whiteboard surface, suitable for front projection 9 1,37

FerroSoft Blackboard ASLAN FF 540 Black Flexible ferrous film with blackboard surface 9 1,25

MagneTack ASLAN MT 400 Anthracite Magnetic film for placing ferrous papers, PVC free 12 1,01

PET FerroPaper ASLAN FP 180 White Printable PET ferrous paper for use with ASLAN magnetic film, PVC free 50 1,37

PP FerroPaper ASLAN FP 260 White Printable PP ferrous paper for use with ASLAN magnetic film, PVC free 50 1,37

WRITABLE GLASS DECORATION FILM FOR EASY DRY APPLICATION

EtchedBoard Dryapply ASLAN EBL 300 Etched glass look, translucent Glass decoration film with (re-)writable surface for easy dry application 25 1,37

REAR PROJECTION FILMS

RearProjection ASLAN RP 35 White, translucent, matt Rear projection film for transparent surfaces 25 | 12,5 1,35

RearProjection transparent ASLAN RP 36 Transparent, glossy Rear projection film for transparent surfaces, PVC free 25 | 12,5 1,35
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VIDEOS AND TIPS – VISIT OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL

OVERLAPPING APPLICATION 
WITH TWIN-SEAM CUT

SELF-ADHESIVE BLACKBOARD FILMS BY 
ASLAN – TESTING OUR FIRST-CLASS QUALITY

SELF-ADHESIVE, MAGNETICALLY-RECEPTIVE 
FERROUS FILMS BY ASLAN – 
A QUALITY COMPARISON

SELF-ADHESIVE SOLUTIONS FOR 
YOUR WORK FROM HOME



ASLAN Selbstklebefolien GmbH 

Oberauel 2 . 51491 Overath . Germany

  

Tips and tricks in our application videos: www. .com/aslanselbstklebefoliengmbh

For more information please visit
www..aslanfolien.de

Please contact us
Fon  +49 2204 708 80 
E-Mail  info@aslanfolien.de
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